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Ohio Regional Council Meeting - Thursday, July 31, 2014 at 4:30 p.m.
Call-in#: 800.261.3225
Conference code: 2728906

Chair’s Corner
Welcome to the 2014-15 Council year! It is an honor for me to serve as your Council Chair
for the upcoming year. Even though I have been with IMA for a some years (can’t recall
when I actually joined) and have served in various leadership roles at the local level, this
opportunity is by far, the most challenging that I have accepted. From the previous success
of my predecessors, I know that the expectations will be high. However, I embrace the
opportunity of working with such an excellent group of proven leaders.
I would like to congratulate Carlos Chavez for the fine work he and the council officers did
last year to earn another Council Award of Excellence. I would also like to congratulate the
members from those Chapters and individuals listed below for their efforts this past year and
being recognized as Chapter/Individual Award winners at the Annual Conference in
Minneapolis. Be sure to check out the details and photos in this month’s newsletter.
Whether you are new to IMA, or maybe have been involved with the organization for a
number of years, you are all an integral part of what makes this Council successful. If there
is anything I can do to be of assistance to your Chapter, please do not hesitate to contact
me. I look forward to sharing my vision and to hear your thoughts and ideas. I wish everyone
continued success in the coming year, and I promise to work hard to keep and maintain the
ongoing reputation and spirit of Ohio Council that has made it one of the top nationally
recognized Councils within IMA Global.
All the best,
Joe Kirchner
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Congratulations to the 2013-2014 IMA Competition Winners
and Individual Award Winners
Ohio Regional Council
Akron
Canton
Cincinnati North
Cleveland
Cleveland East

Dayton
Lima
Toledo
Kathleen Fitzpatrick,
CMA, CFM (Toledo)
David E. Stout, Ph.D.
(Akron)

Council Award of Excellence
9th Place: Banner Competition
Bronze: Chapter Public Relations Award
3rd Place: (Brinkley Award) Banner Competition
Outstanding Level of Service Award
Outstanding Level of Service Award
Outstanding Level of Service Award
13th Place: Banner Competition
Gold: Chapter Website Award
Silver: Chapter Newsletter Award
Outstanding Level of Service Award
Wright State University Student Case Competition
– reached finals in Minneapolis
Outstanding Level of Service Award
Outstanding Level of Service Award
Silver: Chapter Website Award
IMA Faculty Leadership Award
Certificate of Merit Award for “Uncovering the
Intricacies of Master Limited Partnerships: A
Primer” published in Management Accounting
Quarterly, Winter 2014

th

Carlos Chavez accepts the Council
Award of Excellence on behalf of the
Ohio Regional Council. He is joined
by Sandy Brenner.

Norm Meonske accepts the awards for 9
Place in the Banner Competition and Bronze
Chapter Public Relations on behalf of the
Akron Chapter. He is joined by Carlos
Chavez.
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Carol Kuczer accepts the awards for
th
13 Place in the Banner Competition,
Gold Chapter Website, and Silver
Chapter Newsletter on behalf of the
Cleveland East Chapter. She is joined
by Carlos Chavez.

rd

Kris Parsons accept the award for 3 Place
(Binkley Award) in the Banner Competition
on behalf of the Canton Chapter. She is
joined by Carlos Chavez.

The Student Case Competition Team from
Wright State University (Dayton) – Perry Akers,
Ryan Gullett, Dan Shafer, Ellen Booher, and
Faculty Advisory Dr. David Bukovinsky.

Kathleen Fitzpatrick, CMA, CFM of the University of
Toledo accepts the IMA Faculty Leadership Award.
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US Business Confidence Rises Despite Challenging Conditions
ACCA and IMA Global Survey Finds “Future Industries” Drive Optimism, While Retail Struggles
New York and Montvale, N.J. – April 30, 2014 – Business optimism and confidence in the United States
economy improved in the first quarter of 2014 despite concerns over dangerous levels of government
spending and a lack of investment opportunities, according to findings from the ACCA (the Association of
Chartered Certified Accountants) and IMA® (Institute of Management Accountants). To view the full
report, visit: http://bit.ly/1iIoJU1.
The 21st edition of the Global Economic Conditions Survey (GECS), the largest regular economic survey
of accountants in the world, showed that economic conditions in the U.S. did not reflect a more optimistic
outlook. According to the report, 60 percent of the 1,772 respondents were optimistic about the state of
the economy (up from 50 percent in late 2013) and 25 percent reported rising confidence in their own
organizations (up 23 percent). U.S. respondents were also marginally more positive about government
policy, despite increased fears of dangerous levels of government overspending over the next five
years. “What appears to be driving U.S. business confidence among finance professionals is better
financing conditions: Access to growth capital has been improving throughout the past year,” says
Emmanouil Schizas, ACCA Senior Economic Analyst. “Finance professionals reported business
investment slowed marginally, breaking a year-long, rising pattern. Additionally, respondents reported
greater price and exchange rate volatility than at any point in 2013.”
Industry Performance
Future industries that are research and technology-intensive performed well and boosted U.S. business
confidence. However, GECS found evidence of worrying conditions in other sectors. The year-long rally in
manufacturers’ business confidence has ended. Simultaneously, confidence in the retail, wholesale and
distribution sectors fell for a third consecutive quarter, prompting a steep fall in capital spending. “This
could be a signal of weakening consumer spending,” says Schizas. “Whether it continues throughout
2014 will be telling for the U.S. economy.”
Flawed and Fragile Global Recovery
Globally, 30 percent of respondents around the world are more confident about the prospects of their
organizations than they were three months earlier, a figure unchanged since late 2013. Conversely, just
31 percent reported a loss of confidence, down from 34 percent in late 2013.
According to Raef Lawson, Ph.D., CMA, CPA, IMA vice president of research, “These are the best
business confidence readings since the inaugural GECS in 2009. This should be encouraging, but our
analysis of the influence of fundamentals on business confidence suggests the economic recovery is
flawed and fragile. “Since early 2013, global business confidence has become increasingly dependent on
price and exchange rate stability. This is a sign of building financial turbulence and has accelerated
dramatically in early 2014. Financial stability is now a more significant contributor to business confidence
than cash flow and demand. Expectations of government spending and ratings of government policy
became more significant contributors in early 2014, suggesting that the recovery has been hollowed out
and is now over dependent on policy.”
The ACCA and IMA joint website, roleofcfo.com, is a resource for finance leaders containing ACCA and
IMA reports, research and insights.
____________________________________________________________________________________
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IMA Supports DATA Act for Greater Transparency, Accountability in Federal
Spending
Montvale, N.J. – May 1, 2014 – IMA® (Institute of Management Accountants) fully supports the Digital
Accountability and Transparency Act (DATA Act), recently passed by Congress. The approved legislation
has moved to President Obama’s office to be signed into law.
In support of President Obama’s May 2013 Open Data Policy, the DATA Act mandates establishing
financial data standards for federal spending and publishing spending data online in order to provide
greater transparency and accountability for that spending. The DATA Act stipulates that the data standard
should “incorporate a widely-accepted, nonproprietary, searchable, platform-independent computer
readable format.”
“IMA applauds Congress for recognizing the importance of data standards to make important financial and
business information computer readable and searchable,” said Brad J. Monterio, chair of IMA’s
Technology Solutions and Practices Committee and IMA Board Member. “This greatly enhances the
transparency of federal spending information and holds agencies accountable for how they spend
taxpayer dollars. IMA supports the use of the globally adopted, proven data standard called eXtensible
Business Reporting Language (XBRL) to meet the requirements of the DATA Act – it is a non-proprietary,
open-source, technology that can be used across the hundreds of systems within federal agencies,
regardless of platforms.”
XBRL is a widely accepted standard used to communicate financial and business information
electronically. IMA is a founding member of the global, multi-stakeholder consortium that developed and
maintains the XBRL standard used by governments, regulators and millions of companies around the
world. IMA is also a leader in the advancement of organizational capability, governance, ethics and
transparency, and believes it is important that governments help to set the tone and lead by example in
these areas.
“IMA urges President Obama to sign The DATA Act into law,” added Monterio. “Not only does the XBRL
standard help hold the federal government accountable to its taxpayers and serving the public interest, it
gives management accountants working in government greater ability to access, manage and analyze
their business data more effectively. This allows them to spend quality time on benchmarking,
performance measurement and analytics, and less time in gathering the information.”
____________________________________________________________________________________

IMA joins International Group of Controlling IGC
Zurich, Switzerland – June 5, 2014 Professional management accounting association IMA® (Institute of
Management Accountants) has been named a member of The International Group Controlling (IGC),
reflecting IMA’s increasing influence in and commitment to Europe.
The announcement was made this past weekend during the IGC General Assembly in Split, Croatia.
Currently, IMA is the only non-European member of IGC. Members include membership associations and
training institutes operating in the area of controlling/management accounting. Existing IGC members
unanimously voted to accept IMA’s application at IGC’s annual general assembly in Split, Croatia on May
31, 2014.
Raef Lawson, Ph.D., CMA, CPA, IMA’s Vice President, Research and Policy, and Professor-inResidence, attended the meeting on behalf of IMA. “A key part of IMA’s mission throughout its 95-year
history is to promote research, best practice-sharing and thought leaderships in management accounting
and finance,” said Lawson. “We look forward to working with European thought leaders and top educators
in IGC to explore regional perspectives on the future of controlling education to address significant
challenges facing the profession globally, including financial reporting standards, the talent shortage, and
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the needs of emerging economies.”
As a member, IMA will contribute to IGC’s main objectives of promoting common interests in accounting
and controlling education as well as research and development in the whole field of controllership. With
IMA’s focus on advancing the management accounting profession globally and its commitment to
research, IMA’s membership will help strengthen and increase visibility of IGC’s activities. IMA will be able
to help shape the future of controlling thought leadership through its collaboration with IGC.
About IGC® (International Group Controlling)
IGC is the European voice of controlling and the leading network of organizations that operate in the field
of controlling education, training, research and consulting. The aim of IGC is to promote the profession
and role of controllers as sparring partners of management, to serve as a platform for harmonizing and
advancing the concept of controlling and its terminology, and to ensure the quality of controlling
education. The International Group of Controlling has members from 14 countries. It sets and establishes
internationally recognized standards for controlling and the required education and training. For more
information about IGC, please visit www.igc-controlling.org.
____________________________________________________________________________________

IMA Announces Winners of 2014 Annual Global Awards
Minneapolis, MN – June 24, 2014 - IMA® (Institute of Management Accountants) has announced the
winners of its Global Awards, a program designed to highlight accomplished, experienced and
distinguished members and professionals who demonstrate the skills that reflect IMA’s mission and core
values. The honorees will be recognized during tonight’s Awards Dinner at IMA's 95th Annual Conference
& Exposition.
This year’s winners are:
Curtis C. Verschoor, Ph.D., CMA, CPA, is a recipient of the Distinguished Member Award. He serves as
Emeritus Ledger & Quill Research Professor in the School of Accountancy and MIS at DePaul University,
is the incoming Chair of IMA’s Committee on Ethics and a member of IMA’s Northwest Suburban Chicago
Chapter.
Brad Monterio is a recipient of the Exemplary Board Member Award. He is Managing Director of
Colcomgroup, Chair of the Technology Solutions and Practices Standing Advisory Committee, and a
member of IMA’s New York Chapter.
Ginger White is a recipient of the Exemplary Leadership Award. A Six Sigma Master Black Belt at
Cummins, she sits on the IMA Global Board of Directors and serves as Chair of the Member Relations
Committee. She is a member of IMA’s South Central Indiana Chapter.
Harvey Childers, CPA, is a recipient of the Exemplary Leadership Award. He has held leadership
positions in nearly all of IMA’s Global Volunteer Committees and has been a member of IMA’s Wichita
Chapter since 1972.
Toni Spina, CPA, is a recipient of the Exemplary Volunteer Award. She is Shareholder at Bailey Carr &
Company CPAs, Vice President and Treasurer of IMA’s Upstate New York Regional Council, Vice
President of Professional Education for IMA’s Rochester Chapter, and a member of IMA’s Board of
Directors.
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Sheryl Elliott is a recipient of the IMA Exemplary Volunteer Award. She works for VVF Illinois Services,
serves as the Stuart Cameron McLeod Society (SCMS) Secretary and is President of IMA’s Fox River
Valley Chapter.
“IMA is pleased to acknowledge these individuals, who have contributed to the management accounting
profession through their leadership, volunteerism and professional success,” said Chris Mishler, CMA, a
member of IMA’s Global Board of Directors’ Volunteer Leadership Board Committee and Subcommittee
Chair for the Global Award Review.
For more information about IMA’s Global Awards, visit:
http://www.imanet.org/ima_membership/IMA_Global_Awards.aspx.
____________________________________________________________________________________

IMA Names Joseph A. Vincent Chair of Global Board of Directors
Montvale, N.J. – July 8, 2014 IMA® (the Institute of Management Accountants) has announced Joseph
A. Vincent, CMA® of Stratford, Conn. as Chair of IMA’s Global Board of Directors for Fiscal Year 2014–
2015.
As IMA’s senior volunteer leader through June 30, 2015, Mr. Vincent will work with IMA’s strategic
partners, expand IMA’s thought leadership in the profession and elevate awareness of the CMA (Certified
Management Accountant) program.
A seasoned financial executive, Mr. Vincent has 40 years of manufacturing and distribution experience
with both public and private companies. Most recently, he worked as Executive Vice President, General
Manager and CFO for Dixtal Medical Inc., a multi-million dollar manufacturer and distributor of medical
monitoring equipment.
For the past 40 years, Mr. Vincent has held several volunteer leadership positions within IMA at the local,
regional and global levels. After joining IMA in 1974, he served as New Haven Chapter President in 19851986, as President of the Northeast Regional Council in 1992-1993, and as National Vice President in
1994-1995. In recent years, Mr. Vincent has continued his service to IMA as a member and Chair of the
Board of Regents of ICMA® (Institute of Certified Management Accountants), as Board Liaison to IMA’s
Committee on Ethics and, for the past three years, as a member of IMA’s Global Board of Directors. He
served as IMA Chair-Elect from 2013 to 2014.
“Joe has rightly earned his position as Chair through his decades of commitment and service to the
management accounting profession and to IMA,” said Jeff Thomson, CMA, CAE, IMA president and CEO.
“His thought leadership and contributions to IMA’s strategic initiatives in the coming year are sure to make
a difference in the profession and result in the further growth and strengthening of our organization.”
Mr. Vincent was preceded as Chair by William F. Knese, CMA, CFM, CPA, of Scottsdale, Ariz., who now
serves as IMA’s Chair-Emeritus.
____________________________________________________________________________________
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UPCOMING WEBINAR SCHEDULE
INSIDE TALK
The Golden Rules of Sales and Use Tax
Wednesday, July 23, 2014 from 1:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. EDT
Managing sales and use tax compliance is a challenge. Understanding different rules in different
states and collecting for the correct item at the right time can be confusing. Join leading sales
and use tax expert and The Sales Tax Guy blogger Jim Frazier as he shares what every state tax
audit professional already thinks you know.
This informative webinar will provide you with an overview of how to better manage your sales
tax compliance, what to plan for in an audit, and how to give practical, insightful advice on best
practices your company can implement to better manage sales and use tax compliance.
Leadership in a New Age of Finance
Tuesday, July 29, 2014 from 1:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. EDT
The new age of finance is upon us. Are you prepared? Join us as our panel, including two
practitioners and an academic, explore:




The changing roles in finance and management accounting.
An overview of “financial leadership” and the specific on-the-job competencies needed,
from entry-level to senior-level positions.
The growing “competency crisis,” or the mismatch between the capabilities of accountants
and the needs of business.

LEADERSHIP ACADEMY
A Team Approach to Problem Solving
Thursday, August 21, 2014 from 1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. EDT
This course explores the benefits of a team approach to problem solving by examining a six-step
problem-solving methodology with tools to use at each step. Participants will revisit tools they
have used in the past along with new tools to make problem solving more effective. Whether you
are a leader taking others through solving a problem or a member of a team seeking to solve a
problem, this course will provide you with tools and methodology to be more effective.

INTERNAL CONTROL
Monitoring
Thursday, August 7, 2014 from 1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. EDT
Monitoring is a key input of any organization’s assessment of the effectiveness of internal control.
In this webinar, Dr. Sandra B. Richtermeyer skillfully presents how monitoring can provide
valuable support for assertions of the effectiveness of the system of internal control.
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Expand Your Excel Financial Modeling Skills!
Introducing a new online CPE product: Building Financial Models with
Microsoft Excel
This four part online series, Building Financial Models with Microsoft Excel, offers a foundation for
financial modeling using Excel spreadsheets, provides 11 NASBA CPE credits, and includes:
Part 1: Building Models Around the Master Budget–Operating Budgets presents a foundation for
financial modeling.
Part 2: Building Models Around the Master Budget–Financial Budgets focuses on the framework
and contents for capital, cash, and balance sheet budgets.
Part 3: Building Models Around Financial Statements and Free Cash Flows provides a framework
for modeling consolidated financial statements (focusing on the statement of cash flows) and free
cash flows.
Part 4: Analysis of a Financial Model details a comprehensive study of various financial models,
such as sensitivity analysis, contribution margin analysis, financial ratios analysis, and valuation.
As an IMA member, you pay only $99.00 for this valuable product and earn 11 NASBA-approved
credits – that’s only $9.00 per credit! Click here to purchase.*

How Will Your Decisions Affect Our World?
IMA's new Strategic Finance Course Series: Sustainability
This debut course in the new Strategic Finance Course Series introduces you to the concept of
Sustainability as it relates to companies and their ability to measure, report, and manage the social
and environmental impact of their practices. This engaging interactive e-learning course also
describes how accountants contribute to the implementation of corporate environmental strategies
and facilitation of sustainability measurement and reporting. These strategies, measurements, and
reporting enable the achievement of long-term organizational financial performance. This course
includes useful real-life scenarios, Corporate Spotlights illustrating companies in action, a glossary
of terms, and a comprehensive bibliography.
As an IMA ® member, you pay only $75 and qualify for 6 ICMA® CPE credits - that’s only $12.50 per
credit! Click here to view the new Sustainability product.
IMA encourages you to continue your professional development to keep pace with the latest trends
in accounting and finance. Continuing education courses are available through IMA’s Learning
Center.
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New Ethics Course Teaches a Pathway to Excellence
The decisions of an organization’s senior management can set a company on – or off – a
path of ethical behavior, but how can accounting and financial professionals detect and
prevent fraud? To gain some insight – and for certified members, to help you complete your
annual requirement of two NASBA-approved ethics CPE credits – take advantage of the
latest offering from IMA’s Learning Center: IMA® Ethics Series: A Pathway to Excellence.
This self-study online course features quantitative tools that analyze ethical decisions,
helping management accountants prevent disastrous financial fallout. It also includes case
studies based on real events: three high-profile examples of companies with poor tone at
the top and a case study that won IMA’s Sixth Annual Carl Menconi Case Writing
Competition that was about what appeared to be a very successful and rapidly growing
restaurant chain. For additional information about the course, please visit IMA’s Learning
Center.
IMA members only pay $60 for the new course; $72 for nonmembers. (Members must first
log in to receive the discount.)

Statement of Cash Flows Tutorial
This tutorial is designed to provide greater clarity on the preparation of
the Statement of Cash Flows.
Using a uniquely simple approach, the tutorial clearly illustrates a step-by-step process for
creating a Statement of Cash Flows using either the Direct or Indirect method. The material
presented explains the basic components and uses of the Statement of Cash Flows, how to
prepare a Statement of Cash Flows using either the Direct or Indirect method, and the
impact of U.S. GAAP versus IFRS rulings on the treatment of specific items.
As an IMA ® member, you pay only $69 and qualify for 1 ICMA® CPE credit.
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Controllers’ Guide Three-Pack
The Three Master Guides Every Controller Needs
As a controller, you understand the importance of fully comprehending relevant
reporting rules, the complexity of reporting requirements, and the possibility of
costly penalties. With these three guides, controllers have access to all the
information necessary to stay on top of the latest rules, trends, and processes:
Best Practices: This guide is a comprehensive library of policies, processes,
checklists, tools, and case studies applicable to all industries and to controllers
of all levels. To order your copy at the IMA member price of $345, click here.
Form 1099 Compliance: This guide will save you time and money, help you
avoid legal and compliance trouble, and guide you through the questions that
everyone gets but few can answer. To order your copy at the special price of
$345, click here.
Improving the Financial Close: Read the comments of 169 controllers,
CFOs, and other finance and accounting professionals regarding the
challenges they face in initiating the financial closing process. Available at the
IMA member price of $195. To order your copy, click here.

New and free for all IMA Members:
Strategic Finance PowerPacks
The IMA website is your source for management accounting information - from articles to
webinars to research studies. To make your life more efficient we've gathered these
resources into Strategic Finance PowerPacks.
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Save on Your CPE … Act Now for 10% Off!
IMA offers a variety of more than 300 NASBA-approved online continuing education subscription
and theme-based courses designed to advance your career and satisfy your CPE requirements. In
addition, members benefit from deep discounts on all self-study online courses.
Receive 10% off all CPE products through July 31, 2014. Use promo code CPE2014 at checkout.
Annual subscription and theme-based products cover popular topics, such as:





Interpreting cash flows
Balanced scorecard
Analysis of a financial model
Business combinations

For a Limited Time … CPE at 35% Off!
IMA’s Knowledge Exchange-Advantage Combo Subscription
Did you know that IMA® offers subscription products covering the most important topics you
identified in our recent Education and Career Services member needs survey?
IMA’s Knowledge Exchange-Advantage Combination Subscription product is a comprehensive
annual subscription featuring NASBA-approved courses that address your education skills gap,
including topics such as:
 Risk management
 Forecasting, financial planning, and analysis
 Strategic planning
Purchase before July 31, 2014. Apply the code KEAV2014 at checkout to receive the 35% discount.
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Upcoming Chapter Events
Akron Chapter
http://akron.imanet.org/

Canton Chapter
http://canton.imanet.org/

Cincinnati North Chapter
http://cincynorth.imanet.org/

Cleveland Chapter
http://cleveland.imanet.org/

Cleveland East Chapter
http://www.cleveast.imanet.org/

Columbus Chapter
http://columbus.imanet.org/

Dayton Chapter
http://dayton.imanet.org/
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Lima Chapter
http://lima.imanet.org/

Ohio Mid-Eastern Chapter
http://pages.eohio.net/ima/

Toledo Chapter
http://toledo.imanet.org/)
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Ohio Regional Council (ORC) Officers
2014 - 2015 Board of Directors Nominations
Board Position
Chairman
Regional Director
Vice Chair Administration/
Strategic Planning
Chair Elect
Auditor

Name
Joe Kirchner
Paul Myers
Candy Levine
Candy Levine

Carlos Chavez

Secretary

Rob Thompson

Treasurer

Ginny Barker

Director of Annual
Conference

Chapter

(513) 608-4399
jdkirch@fuse.net
(937) 564-7964
myersp70@gmail.com
(513) 746-2030

Cincinnati
North

Cincinnati
North

clevine@businessbacker.com
(513) 746-2030
clevine@businessbacker.com

Wayne Maurer

Todd Daughenbaugh

smitax@aol.com
(330) 723-0559

Cleveland East

Cchavez58@aol.com
(937) 327-7909
wmaurer@wittenberg.edu
(216) 406-4252
rthompson1299@gmail.com

Dayton
Cleveland
Dayton

gbarker1129@yahoo.com
(614) 849-1022
tdaughenbaugh@columbuslibrary.org

Ginny Barker
gbarker1129@yahoo.com
(216) 839-7288

Co-Chair Operations
- KSU
Conference
Associate Director KSU Conference
Operations
Director - ICMA

Nick Sucic

sandra.brenner@basf.com
(330) 554-7211
nmeonske@kent.edu
(330) 673-9511

Ken Bechtol

nsucic@davey.com
(330) 673-9511

Steve Law

Director - Leadership
Training

Candy Levine

Director - Academic
Relations

Kay Zekany

Columbus
Dayton

Sandy Brenner

Norm Meonske

Cincinnati North
Columbus

Vice Chair Professional
Development &
Education
Program Chair - KSU
Conference

Director Scholarships

Dayton

Pat Smith

Past Chair Executive &
Nominating
Historian

Director - Meetings &
Chapter Services

Phone / Email

ken.bechtol@davey.com
(330) 384-5758
stevelawnj@hotmail.com
(513) 746-2030
clevine@businessbacker.com
(419) 772-2074
kzekany@onu.edu

Open
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Cleveland East

Akron
Akron

ext. 8272

Akron
Akron
Cincinnati North
Lima

Ohio Regional Council (ORC) Officers
2014 - 2015 Board of Directors Nominations
Board Position
Vice Chair Membership/
Marketing, Public
Relations, Chapter
Communications
Director - Information
Technology
Director - Awards

Name

Phone / Email

Tanya Shell

(937) 545-6961

tanya.shell1@gmail.com
(330) 723-0559
Cchavez58@aol.com
(330) 452-5200
lweisgarber@vsschuler.com
(330)359-7036

Carlos Chavez
Laura Weisgarber /
Pat Sparks

Editor - ORC Newsletter

Council Appointed
Representative Akron
Council Appointed
Representative Canton
Council Appointed
Representative Cincinnati North
Council Appointed
Representative Cleveland
Council Appointed
Representative Cleveland East
Council Appointed
Representative Columbus
Council Appointed
Representative Dayton
Council Appointed
Representative Lima
Council Appointed
Representative Toledo

psparks@casefarms.com
(937) 545-6961
tanya.shell1@gmail.com

Tanya Shell

Chapter
Dayton

Cleveland East
Canton
Canton
Dayton

Council Appointed Chapter Representatives
Shirley Calvin
(330) 659-0210

Akron

shirleycalvin598@gmail.com
(330) 717-6850

Canton

Ted Hyle

nothingbutthebest@gmail.com
(513) 338-8802

Cincinnati North

Honey Wess

tjhyle@yahoo.com
(216) 496-8597

Cleveland

Brian Fehribach

honey_wess@yahoo.com
(216) 228-8900 ext 272

Cleveland East

Alan Teich

bmfehribach@mfcachat.com
(214) 529-3293

Columbus

Stephanie Pyles

alanteich@yahoo.com
(937) 226-0070

Dayton

Jesse Allison

srpyles@cshco.com

Judy Augsburger

Lima
maugsburger@ymail.com
(419) 530-3163

Kathleen Fitzpatrick

kgfitzpatrick@bex.net
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Toledo

